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THE MOST IMPORTANT REGULATIONS CONCERNING THE RIO 2016 OLYMPIC GAMES

As at: March 2016

Advertising and PR at the Olympics
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For ease of reading, the feminine form is not used in reference to people in this brochure.

The Olympic Games are unique and fascinating. And Rio 2016 will 
also captivate Switzerland, and draw sports fans throughout the 
world to watch the Games on television.

Not only in sporting terms are the Olympic Games unique but 
also in terms of brand protection. Television and radio broad-
casters pay enormous sums to secure exclusive broadcasting 
rights for themselves. Strict regulations govern the use of Olym-
pic logos and names in all areas, including clothing, marketing, 
advertisements, etc. Thus, in contrast to all other international 
sporting events, no advertising is allowed in any of the Olympic 
sporting venues. Not even the Olympic Committee (IOC) partners 
are allowed to display their trademarks. The IOC and the respec-
tive organisation committee issue guidelines, implement them 
and strictly monitor that they are adhered to.

This brochure is intended for all persons and institutions that 
will encounter the topic of advertising and PR at the Olympics in 
Rio. This includes team members, their entourage and associa-
tions, companies, partners, etc.  
The brochure provides an overview of the regulations that are to 
be observed before, during and after the Olympics. As the regu-
lations apply not only to athletes, but also to everyone involved, 
it is important for associations, and also personal partners, to be 
informed. Failure to observe the guidelines may lead to financi-
al penalties or even withdrawal of accreditation. Therefore, in 
order to avoid any unpleasant surprises, we generally recom-
mend double-checking! Swiss Olympic staff responsible for the 
areas of advertising and marketing activities, media, and team 
clothing will be happy to provide answers to any questions you 
may have. Their contact details can be found on pages 8, 10 and 
11.

Here’s to a successful mission at Rio 2016! 

Ralph Stöckli
Chef de Mission, Rio 2016

Welcome to the fascinating world of the Olympic 
Games
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BEZAHLEN SIE MIT IHRER VISA CARD UND 
DRÜCKEN SIE UNSEREN ATHLETEN VOR ORT DIE DAUMEN

Gewinnen
Sie mit Visa eine Reise zu den
Olympischen Winterspielen in

TORINO 2006
PLUS: Panasonic Plasma-TV’s inkl. Heimkino-Systeme und Fleecejacken/Sonnenbrillen signiert von Visa-Athleten

Gratisteilnahme unter: www.visaeurope.ch

Informationen zum Visa-Wettbewerb finden Sie im Internet (www.visaeurope.ch) im Oktober und November 2005. Gewinnen Sie 1 von 3 VIP Reisen im Wert von circa 20'000 CHF,
oder 1 von 3 Panasonic Plasma-TV’s inkl. Heimkino-Systeme im Wert von 3'600 CHF, oder signierte Fleecejacken/Sonnenbrillen von Schweizer Visa-Athleten. Ohne Kaufverpflichtung.
Teilnahmeberechtigt sind nur Personen mit Wohnsitz in der Schweiz, die ihr 18. Lebensjahr vollendet haben. Im Rahmen des Wettbewerbs wird keine Korrespondenz ausgetauscht.
Der Rechtsweg ist ausgeschlossen. Die Gewinnerinnen und Gewinner werden schriftlich informiert. Die Barauszahlung des Gegenwertes der Preise ist nicht möglich.
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Important general information and guidelines

This brochure contains important information on the topic of 
advertising and PR in connection with the 2016 Olympic Games 
in Rio de Janeiro. It is important for every team member to 
understand the content. The term “team member” covers all 
accredited persons (athletes, assistants, trainers and officials) 
that belong to the Swiss delegation.

Blackout period
There will be a blackout period in force for advertising and PR 
activities at the Olympic Games in Rio from 27 July up to and 
including 24 August 2016. This states that during the above-
mentioned period, only official IOC partners and Swiss Olym-
pic team members may use official names for communication 
purposes. Non-Olympic partners, personal sponsors of team 
members and sports associations do not have the right to use 
Olympic logos and names at any time.

Important:
An important alteration with regard to the activities of non-
Olympic partners can be found on page 6.

What is ambush marketing?
Ambush marketing (also known as guerrilla marketing or parasi-
tic marketing) is defined as marketing activities aimed at ex-
ploiting the media effectiveness of a major event without being 
a sponsor of the event or providing any financial contribution 
towards sponsoring.

Only the IOC, Swiss Olympic and its partners, as well as the “Rio 
2016” organisation committee are entitled to market the Olym-
pic Games. It is, therefore, not permitted to link a company’s 
own products or services to the Olympic Games by displaying 
logos, names or any other means without their authorisation.

Pictures
The rights to all pictures of the Olympic Games belong to the IOC. 
Pictures that contain registered trademarks (e.g. Olympic me-
dals) may not be used for commercial purposes either.

Registered Olympic trademarks
The five Olympic rings are the property of the IOC and are as such 
an internationally registered trademark. For this reason, they 
cannot be freely used for marketing purposes, but solely by the 
TOP partners of the IOC (see page 15). These partners make con-
siderable contributions towards the development of the Olympic 
movement. Copyright protection also applies to any modifica-
tions to the Olympic rings as well as to any graphic approxima-
tions to them.

Also registered as trademarks are the logos1 being used by the 
respective Olympic Games, the mascots2, the sport pictograms3, 
as well as Olympic-related emblems (e.g. torch with flame, 
Olympic medals) and the Olympic hymn.

Olympic Charter
The information contained in this brochure is based on the IOC 
Olympic Charter, the Organisation Committee’s Conditions of 
Participation Form, and the Swiss Olympic agreement covering 
participation at the Rio 2016 Olympic Games, which each team 
member will have signed and recognised prior to the Olympic 
Games. The illustrative examples in this brochure serve to pro-
vide information and aid understanding. In case of doubt, the 
English versions of the above-named documents shall exclusi-
vely apply.

Infringements by team members
By signing the “Agreement on Participation at the Rio 2016 
Olympic Games”, each team member recognises the guidelines 
contained therein. In the event of any infringement of the ag-
reement by a team member, his or her association or sponsors, 
this may result in a fine or the withdrawal of accreditation.

Further information is available at: 
www.olympic.org/Documents/olympic_charter_en.pdf 
www.rio2016.com/en/copyright

“Protected and not freely usable for advertising purposes” also 
applies to names which pertain to the Olympic movement or 
Olympic Games. For example: “Olympic Games”, “Olympic”, 
“Olympics”, “Olympian” or “Rio 2016”. Also registered is the IOC 
motto “Citius, Altius, Fortius”, as well as the translation of the 
above-mentioned terms in other languages.

The Swiss Olympic logos4+5 and names are also protected and 
registered trademarks. Permission to use them in advertising is 
restricted to Swiss Olympic partners.

Competitions connected to the Olympic Games
Announcing a competition relating to the Olympic Games or with 
the potential prize of entry tickets for the Olympic Games is not 
permitted. Official competitions raffling entry tickets count as 
commercial use. Accordingly, activities, such as the example il-
lustrated below (Visa), are restricted to the IOC’s TOP partners 
and Swiss Olympic partners.

1 2 3

4 5



Team members on the “long list” and their sports associations 
may use the “Rio 2016” logo (page 5, Fig. 1) for purely informati-
ve, non-commercial purposes. It is not permitted to use this 
logo in connection with non-Olympic partners or use it as a tit-
le.

Neither of the Swiss Olympic logos (see page 5, Fig. 4+5) may be 
used in any manner (exception: Olympic Games competition 
clothing, see page 11).

 Example 
It is not permitted to place the “Rio 2016” logo on personal 
or association websites if logos or names of non-Olympic 
partners are visible at the same time.

The associations may use the “Swiss Olympic Member” label 
within the framework of the current guidelines. Any use of this 
label must be provided in advance to Swiss Olympic as “ready to 
print”.

Official athlete and association websites
Athletes and associations may not create websites specifically 
for the Olympic Games.

 Example 
Not permitted: www.williamtell.olympia.ch or similar.

On already existing personal or association websites, textual 
references to the Olympic Games are only permitted for purposes 
of information on one’s own behalf.

 Example 
Personal targets, planning details, personal experiences, 
etc. are permitted.

Advertising with team members

Photos of the Olympic Games may be displayed, provided all 
rights to the photos and the persons identifiable in them have 
been clarified.

If the personal or association sponsors are not permanently po-
sitioned in the website’s general design (template), but are pro-
vided with a separate section, this will simplify handling.
Establishing an URL which leads to a separate area without visi-
ble non-Olympia partners is permitted during the blackout pe-
riod. Information about the Olympic Games may be provided at 
this location.

 Example 
Permitted:  www.williamtell.ch/olympia

To all athletes:
If you become aware of anything which, in your eyes, is not in 
line with the guidelines laid out here, or makes you ask yourself 
why you (or your sponsors) are not allowed to do the same, then 
please get in touch with us. This can be something in Switzer-
land or also in another country, as the IOC regulations are valid 
worldwide. It is important and right that the regulations apply 
equally to everyone, and that no one is advantaged or disad-
vantaged. This is what we are committed to.

Special rights and regulations: team members and 
their associations
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Olympic partners
Olympia partners are considered to be IOC partners as well as 
those of Swiss Olympic. A detailed listing can be found on pages 
14 and 15.

Non-Olympic partners
Non-Olympic partners are considered to be all companies not 
listed on pages 14 and 15. These include personal sponsors of 
team members and sports associations.

Activities of non-Olympic partners
Non-Olympic partners are not permitted to use Olympic logos, 
names, or the sporting performance of a team member at the 
Olympic Games for marketing and communications activities at 
any time.

•	No	impression,	whether	written	or	visual,	may	be	given	that	
the company is an IOC, Olympic Games or Swiss Olympic 
sponsor.

•	Advertisements	with	good	luck	wishes	for	a	team	member	
at the “Rio 2016” Olympic Games are possible in strict ac-
cordance with the IOC guidelines and with the explicit ag-
reement of the team member up to 26 July 2016, and con-
gratulatory advertisements from 25 August 2016. However, 
the use of registered trademarks or images of Olympic me-
dals are not permitted. No pictures of the Olympic Games 
may be used. Retouching of pictures is not permitted. 

 Example
 A neutral portrait of the athlete with a text “We congratu-

late William Tell on his great achievement!” is permitted.
•	Advertising	or	communications	activities	with	a	team	mem-

ber launched before the blackout period, and having no 
connection whatsoever to the Olympic Games, or directly or 
indirectly with the person’s participation at the Olympic 
Games, are permitted.

Important alteration
All activities launched before the blackout period and continu-
ing into or beyond it must have obtained prior approval from 
Swiss Olympic.
Even if an advertising or communication activity is not connec-
ted to the subject of the Olympics or a team member, it may not 
be launched during the blackout period, as this would be as-
sessed as being indirectly related to the Olympic Games.

•	After	the	blackout	period,	references	to	the	performance	of	
a team member are permitted, as long as they are weighted 
more strongly towards the person than the Olympic Games 
or Olympic movement. As evident from the example below, 
such a “statement about the person” may not constitute 
the main statement or the “eye-catcher” of the communi-
cation activity in any way.

 Example
 “William Tell, Olympic Champion 2016”

Privacy rights
The team member’s individual rights shall be respected as a 
team member in all advertising/PR activities. If using a team 
member’s name or picture, the team member’s written permis-
sion must be obtained.



Special rights and regulations: media

Media editorial offices are permitted to use the logo and name 
“Rio 2016” within the confines of journalistic reporting. Howe-
ver, the trademarks may not be used as eye-catchers for product 
advertisements.

 Example 
Permitted: names such as “Rio News” or “Olympic Supple-
ment”. Not permitted: an advertisement for “Olympic 
Subscriptions”.

Important
These special rights do not apply to commercially oriented com-
panies or company editorial departments (e.g. company maga-
zines or -brochures.

Checking marketing activities connected to the Olympics:
Concepts, layouts and “ready for print” materials must be pre-
sented to Swiss Olympic for approval in good time.

Information on advertising and marketing activities: 

Gian-Carlo Schmid
Head of Sponsoring
Tel. +41 31 359 71 28
gian-carlo.schmid@swissolympic.ch

Media activities of team members

Die Olympic Charter stipulates that team members may not in-
dulge in journalistic activities during the blackout period.

Definitions
Rights holder:  SRG-Medien
Non-rights holder: All other Swiss media, radio and TV
Olympic zone:  Sports arenas/Olympic village 
Non-Olympic zone: House of Switzerland, Rio city

No assignments as media representatives 
Team members may not undertake activities as photographers, 
journalists producing written material, and/or as TV/radio repor-
ters. This also applies to the internet medium. The use of perso-
nal media channels is not viewed as a journalistic activity and is 
described on page 10.

Interviews with local radio/ TV / onlinemedia
Live interviews, as well as pre-recorded discussions with non-
right-holders, are not permitted within the Olympic zones.

 Example 
A telephone interview with Radio Energy live from the 
sports arena or the Olympic village is not permitted.

In non-Olympic zones, team members may give interviews wit-
hout restriction.

 Example 
Questions from Tele Züri may be answered In the House of 
Switzerland or in Rio city centre.

Clothing at media appearances
Official team clothing must be worn at all interviews and photo 
sessions during the blackout period. This also applies to Olympic 
media appearances that take place in Switzerland.

 Example
•	Appearance	of	a	selected	athlete	on	the	Sportpanorama	

programme prior to departure for the Olympic Games
•	Reception	at	the	airport	or	the	participant’s	home	town/

village
•	Honouring	an	Olympic	participant	at	a	later	date

Co-commentator assignments
Unpaid assignments as a co-commentator with accredited TV 
and radio stations are possible (with permission granted by 
team head and Chef de Mission) after personal participation at 
sporting events has ended. The requirement in this case is that 
the team member be interviewed by a reporter.

Online chat
Team members may take part in unpaid internet chats, provided 
the questions and answers are recorded by a journalist.

Photos
Taking photos for personal use is permitted. These may be pub-
lished (e.g. on social media), provided rights to privacy are res-
pected. Use for commercial purposes is however forbidden.

Audio and video recordings
Audio and video recordings for personal use may be made in 
Olympic zones. These recordings may not be published anywhe-
re. These rights are reserved solely for the rights holders.

Recordings made in non-Olympic zones may be published. Here 
too privacy rights must again be observed.
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Team members are permitted to use social media. During the 
blackout period, the following regulations and recommenda-
tions apply to all team members.

•	Use	 the	 official	 Olympic	Games	 content/hashtags	 in	 your	
postings to enable your pictures to be found more easily:

  #Rio2016
  #OlympicGames
  #SwissOlympicTeam

•	The	same	rules	apply	in	the	internet	as	in	real	life:	behave	
with respect towards members of the community. Consider 
carefully what material you share via social media. 

•	Conduct	yourself	positively:	your	community	judges	you	on	
your comments. Avoid using vulgar expressions.

•	Do	not	under	any	circumstances	post	religious,	racist	or	ra-
dical views, or propaganda.

•	Choose	a	manner	of	expression	that	is	easy	for	your	fans	to	
understand.

•	Respect	the	private	sphere	of	others:	always	ask	for	permis-
sion before photographing people and publishing the pho-
tos.

•	No	confidential	or	private	information	about	third	parties,	
or about the organisation, execution or security measures 
of the Games may be made public. The security, operation 
and organisation of the games may not be impeded.

•	It	 is	 forbidden	 for	 team	members	 to	 promote	 a	 brand,	 a	
product or service in any manner as a part of their internet 
activities. A photo containing a person wearing clothing 
with non-Olympic partner logos counts as advertising.

•	Links	 to	 official	websites	 of	 the	 organisation	 committee	
(www.rio2016.com), Swiss Olympic (www.swissolympic.ch) 
and the team site (www.swissolympicteam.ch) are wel-
come, as are links to the corresponding social media chan-
nels.

Conduct on social media

Blogging
Maintaining a blog, i.e. an internet diary, is permitted during 
the Olympic Games. This also includes diaries published by non-
commercial third parties (e.g. newspapers).
The team member bears responsibility for all content published 
on the blog.  The blog may not host any articles about or inter-
views with other team members. Furthermore, the articles must 
be written in the first person singular (“I” form). Non-observan-
ce of this will be deemed by the IOC to be a form of journalism.

 Example 
The newspaper “20 Minuten” publishing diary-style 
contributions by William Tell either online or in printed 
form is permitted.

Olympic properties (Addition 1.12.2015)
Accredited persons must not use the Olympic symbol on social 
and digital media.
The word «Olympic» and other Olympic-related words can be 
used, as a factual reference, provided that the word «Olympic» 
and other Olympic-related words are not associated with any 
third party or any third party’s products or services. Accredited 
Persons must not use other Olympic properties (such as National 
Olympic Committee and/or Rio 2016 emblems or mascots) on so-
cial and digital media, unless they have obtained the prior writ-
ten approval of their relevant NOC and/or the Rio 2016 Organising 
Committee. The Olympic symbol can be used by accredited me-
dia.

Information on media activities: 

Christof Kaufmann
Head Marketing & Communication
Tel. +41 31 359 71 35
Mobile    +41 76 422 03 66
christof.kaufmann@swissolympic.ch

Advertising on clothing

The guidelines, relating to manufacturers’ names on competiti-
on equipment and team clothing, form part of the Olympic Char-
ter. In the event of any wrong application, the non-permitted 
brand names must be covered over.

Team clothing
The “Swiss Olympic Team Collection 2016” is the official clothing 
for all Swiss delegation team members. All team members will 
receive the clothing and the “Official Outfit Manual” in July 2016, 
with information on which items of clothing are to be worn 
when. No additional names or logos may be added to any items 
of clothing in the team collection.

Important
The official team clothing as per the “Official Outfit Manual” re-
gulations must be worn during the blackout period.

Competition clothing
The associations are responsible for competition clothing. The 
clothing must be in line with IOC and international association 
guidelines. It is recommended that the layout of the competiti-
on clothing be submitted to the IOC via Swiss Olympic for appro-
val. 
Placing the Swiss Olympic promotional logo (page 5 Fig. 5) on 
competition clothing is welcome. In this case, the layout must be 
sent to Swiss Olympic in good time.

Information on team clothing: 

Susanne Böhlen
Head Olympic Team Support
Tel. +41 31 359 71 31
susanne.boehlen@swissolympic.ch
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Working together for healthy, respectable, fair and successful sport.

The nine principles of the Charter for Ethics in sport

1  Equal treatment for everyone.
 Nationality, age, gender, sexual orientation, social background, religious and political 
 affiliation do not lead to discrimination.

2 Sport and social environment in harmony.
 The demands in training and competition are compatible with education, career 
 and family life.

3   Strengthening personal and shared responsibility.
 Athletes are involved in decisions that affect them.

4  Respectful encouragement rather than excessive demands.
 Measures to achieve sporting goals do not damage either the physical or 
 psychological integrity of the athletes. 

5 Educating on fairness and environmental responsibility.
 Behaviour towards others and towards the environment is characterised by respect. 

6 Rejecting violence, exploitation and sexual abuse.
 Physical and psychological violence as well as any form of exploitation are not 
 tolerated. Raising awareness, maintaining vigilance and rigorous intervention. 

7 Rejecting doping and drugs.
 Ongoing information and immediate intervention in the event of consumption, 
 administering or distributing substances. 

8 Abstaining from tobacco and alcohol consumption during sport.
 Demonstrating the risks and consequences of consumption at an early stage. 

9 Opposing all forms of corruption.
 Encouraging and stipulating transparency in decisions and processes.
 Dealing with conflicts of interest, gifts, regulating financing and gambling, 
 and consistent disclosure.

www.spiritofsport.ch  

1.  Who has to observe the blackout period?
 a) All persons and institutions that are in any way involved or 

come into contact with “Rio 2016”
 b) The team members and their organisations
 c) The Olympic partners and non-Olympic partners

2.  Olympic partners are …
 a) … the IOC partners.
 b) … all IOC and Swiss Olympic partners.
 c) … Swiss Olympic partners.

3.  When are good luck and congratulatory advertisements in 
line with guidelines allowed?

  a) At any time
  b) During the blackout period
  c) Outside the blackout period

4.  For all names, logos and emblems belonging to the IOC, 
Swiss Olympic and the Rio 2016 organising committee, as 
well as all names relating to the Olympic Games or 
movement, the following applies:

 a) «Protected, but freely usable during the blackout period 
for advertising purposes»

 b) «Protected and only freely usable outside the blackout 
period for advertising purposes»

 c) «Protected and not freely  usable for advertising purpo-
ses»

5.  Which of the following domains may an athlete use in 
connection with Rio 2016 during the blackout period?

 a) www.williamtellgoesolympia.ch/my-goals
 b) www.williamtell/olympia-goals
 c) www.williamtell.olympiagoals.ch/my-preparation

6.  Which is an example of an Olympic zone?
 a) A restaurant in Rio city centre 
 b) The interior of the House of Switzerland
 c) The beach volleyball arena on the Copacabana 

Questions about the “Advertising and PR at the  
Olympics” brochure

7.  Which is an example of a non-Olympic zone? 
 a) The Olympic golf course
 b) The athlete William Tell’s hotel room in the Olympic village 
 c) The interior of the House of Switzerland

8.  Personal audio or video recordings of Olympic zones may 
not be published anywhere, because …

 a) … this right is reserved for the rights holders (SRG Media)
 b) … the quality of the recordings is normally not good 

enough.
 c) … this right is reserved for Swiss Olympic.

9.  What should be observed when publishing a video taken 
in a non-Olympic zone?

 a) Good quality and length of the video.
 b) The video may not be published anywhere. This right is 

solely reserved to the rights holder.
 c) That the privacy rights of all persons in the video be ob-

served.

10.  William Tell posts the following text on his Facebook 
account during the blackout period, “Before competing in 
Rio, I motivate myself by listening to my favourite song on 
my new Apple iPod”.

 a) This is permitted because William Tell does not use a pho-
to of an Apple iPod and the logo is thus not visible.

 b) This would only be permitted if William Tell were to use a 
photo of an iPod, but not explicitly mention the brand.

 c) This is not permitted. The brand may not be recognisable 
either in the text or in a picture. 

1)a, 2)b, 3)c, 4)c, 5)b, 6)c, 7)c, 8)a, 9)c, 10)c
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Swiss Olympic partners

Swiss Olympic thanks its partners for the excellent cooperation.:

Leading Partners

Official Partners

Suppliers

www.swissolympic.ch/partner

National Supporter

IOC TOP partners

ab
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Swiss Olympic
House of Sport
Talgut-Zentrum 27
3063 Ittigen near Berne

Tel. +41 31 359 71 11
www.swissolympic.ch
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